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Lm’s proposed metbcd of plotting Np VS. h (Nplw’p)-Np/Wp to
extrapolate cut vs. cumulative production plots is not based on a
t%-m theoretical foundation. The main objective of the propmed
method is to make Iong-mwze forecasts ilom very early prfonnance
data.

ffthe prediction technique is to rdy on field permeability char-
acteristics of a watertlc+d, then one must allow sufficient per-
formance data to develop the appropriate mud. Field-based reladve
pemmabifity characteristics of a waterflood implicitly include a
measure of effective vertical and horizontal sweep efficiencies.
These efficiencies cannot be reflected unless all producing layers
have exbibkd breakthrough. Low water curs l?Mlow 50%) are in-
dicative of breakhrongb in subcomponents of a layered system.
ff one believes in tie concept of frontal advance theory, then at

breakthrough of all layers, water cut must be above 50% (above
the point of inflection of a fractional-flow curve). Thus, applying
any Procedure to use water-cut data below 50% is to represent the
behavior of the reservoir prematurely and can lead to erroneous
projections.

The formulation suggested by Liu uses ER=mX+n as a starting
~ht md mbstitm~ cmmdative watfl mt F.= Wp KNP + Jf’p) f:r
instantaneous water cut, ~w = Wp /(WP -Np ). TbIS m~mPfiOn Is
not wdid because it rqdres a constant f. throughout the life
history. The relationship between F. md f. IUS a s%= sifil~
to that between cumulative recovew and f.,assho~ ~lOW

ER=mX+b,

Np =NmX+bN,

t

.-

Fig. R-1 —Cut-vs.-Cumulatlv~ produtiion plot of a waterflood In Long Beach, CA.
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Fig. R-2–fJFW plot for the waterflood.
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F.= I- (Np/@t) (assuykw mns~t fij~on H@?ad data would definitely have resulted ht an erroneous projection. This
can also be inferred from a plot Of .Z=h(NP /Jf’P) –(NP /wp ) vs.

Fw=cYx+& NP, where the minimum point corrqmding to dZJdNP =0 cams

where a= –Nm/g;At and P= –Nb/qiAt+ 1. a NP = WP or Fw =0.5, which htier de~ys he P@~On

A typicrd cuws.-cumulative-prcdution plot for a mature water- pmcess.

flood is shown in Fig. R-1. Corresponding FWvs. f~ is plotted in
Fig. R-2. Note the nonlinearity of the plot. ALso, the plot proposed S1 Metric Cotwerslon Factor
byLiu is shown in Fig. R-3. There is a definite change in trend bbl X 1.589873 E–01 = m3

atardng at cumulative oil production of 32 x 108 hbl [5. 1 x 108 m31
corresponding to a cumulative cut of 50%. Exh’apokttion of EXIY (SPE19S26) m
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